CULINARY STARS TOUR
The ultimateluxury food experience in historic Amsterdam
Amsterdam has always been a world-class food capital. Throughout its rich history food has been at
the heart of social, economic and political life in Amsterdam, as it is today. The culinary climate in
Amsterdam has seen some remarkable developments over the last few years, with a unique
concentration of Michelin-starred restaurants in the historic part of town. A new generation of chefs
is putting the city on the culinary map once again, building on its rich food tradition.
With the Culinary Stars Tour you will explore the history of food in the old Amsterdam Centre and get
a taste of what three of the best Michelin star chefs in town have to offer. A unqiue and
unforgettable experience.

Exclusive culinary tours for private parties and corporate groups
The tour combines the rich food history of Amsterdam with a taste of the best food the Dutch capital
has to offer at the Michelin starred restaurants in the old city centre. A private guide will take you on
a food historical walk through the old city centre to the Michelin starred restaurants, where top chefs
invite you for a taste of their specially prepared course based on their signature dish for you. Along
the way we visit historical food locations where you learn about the rich background and food trails
that can still be found in the names of streets, squares and houses in the oldest part of Amsterdam.

Indulge yourself
Meet you tour
guide for an
aperitif at the DT
Hilton Skylounge.

Learn about the food
history of Amsterdam
and discover old food
signs in the streets,
buildings and squares.
Enjoy your drink and the
fantastic view over the old
city centre, and get in the
mood for some great food.

Bobby Rust
Bridges

Chris Naylor
Vermeer
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Get a taste of the signature
dishes of the new generation of
Michelin Star Chefs in the old
city centre of Amsterdam.

Rogier van Dam
Lastage
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Walk or relax on a
canal boat tour
through old
Amsterdam visiting the
restaurants.

Moshik Roth
&samhoud places

Richard van Oostbrugge
Bord'Eau
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CULINARY STARS TOUR
Tour specifics
The tour is available as a private and corporate tour, both during lunch time (Friday and Sunday from
12.00-16.00h) or during dinner time (Wednesday and Thursday from 19.00-23.00h).
The tour starts in the Skylounge bar DoubleTree Hilton, it will take about 4 hours and includes:
- Private guide and historical food tour by foot in the old centre of Amsterdam
- A three-course menu with each course served in a separate Michelin star restaurant.
- One beverage per location (house wine, beer or soft drink) drink is included with each dish. Other
drinks can be ordered separately in the restaurant.
- Pick up and drop off in Amsterdam (optional)
- Boat Tour (optional)
- Stay in a 5 star hotel in Amsterdam (optional)
Private Culinary Star Tour start at Euro 990,00 (incl VAT) for 2 persons. For additional options and
corporate tours contact us for a custom tour offer and pricing.

Book your Amsterdam Culinary Star Tour
Let us know your preferences and we will be in touch with you for the final arrangements.
Send your details to: amsterdampersonalized@ceryx.nl
Name :
........................................................
Email address
........................................................
Phone :
........................................................
Lunch or Dinner tour:
Date :

Lunch Tour (from 12.00-16.00 Friday & Sunday)
Dinner tour (from 19.00-23.00 Wednesday & Thursday)
........................................................

Tour type
Number of guests:

Private Tour/Corporate tour
.................................................(min 2)

Preferred restaurants:
Choose 3 out of 5 *

Bridges / &Samhoud places / Vermeer / LaStage / Bord 'Eau

Options
Pick up/Drop off in Amsterdam, Boat Tour, 5 star hotel room
* As Michelin star restaurants are typically very busy, all visits to individual restaurants are based on
reservations and subject to availability.
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